Facial paralysis refers to a facial nerve disordering, with which people may lose the abilities to accurately control their facial muscles for certain facial performances. The diagnosis of such disordering is mainly based on the observation of patient's face in terms of the facial spatial information, such as facial asymmetry. Up to now, this area is still dominated by therapists' subjective examinations clinically. Therefore, automations for this task receive wide attentions in both academic and industrial fields. Recently, the deep learning based methods, the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) more specifically, demonstrate their competitive performance compared with traditional approaches in many areas. However, due to the lack of the structured/labelled facial paralysis data as training data, those deep learning based solutions are still not able to fully attach their superiorities to the facial paralysis evaluation tasks. Another essential aspect for automation in facial paralysis analysis is the facial spatial information extraction. Semantic segmentation is a better choice than traditional template-based facial landmark detection for analysing facial paralysis images, which contain faces in uncommon patterns. However, most existing semantic segmentation approaches are made for indoor or outdoor scene parsing. To this end, this paper presents a deep learning-based approach for automatic facial paralysis grading prediction. The proposed model utilizes a cascaded encoder structure, which explores the advantages of the facial semantic feature for facial spatial information extraction, and then benefits the facial paralysis assessment. A dual-stage cascaded training process is adopted to utilize a mixture of normal and paralysed faces as training data, which exports a well-trained deep neural network model for facial paralysis evaluation. Experiments are conducted in two aspects to demonstrate the performance of each components of the proposed model. Encouraging results are illustrated compared with several existing approaches in the related areas.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of the facial paralysis requires the measurements for the facial symmetry of patients while they are performing certain facial expressions. To achieve automations in such process, the spatial information related to facial attributes including eyes, nose, mouth and other facial key regions should be extracted and analysed robustly and automatically. In the past few years, the detection and localization
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tai-Hoon Kim . of the facial attributes are mostly achieved based on the facial landmarks [1] extracted using algorithms such as CLM [2] , SDM [3] , AAM [4] , [5] , and many others [6] . However, for facial paralysis evaluations that may involve uncertain facial conditions or severe asymmetric facial expressions, those template-based facial landmark detections can fail easily. It poses challenges for automatic facial paralysis grading prediction tasks.
Another way to address the automatic facial paralysis analysis problem, is through full image analysis. Most recently, deep learning based methods, and more specifically the con- VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ volutional neural network (CNN) based approaches become popular for many tasks in different fields, such as remote sensing [7] , brain-computer interaction [8] and semantic segmentation [9] among others. They demonstrate their promising performance compared against traditional methods by full image analysis for feature extraction. However, to accomplish the facial paralysis evaluation based on CNN, it needs a large number of labelled facial paralysis images as training data for deep model establishment. Unfortunately, there is still no such dataset publicly available. It brings obstacle to attach the state-of-the-art performance of the deep learningbased approaches to the automatic facial paralysis grading problem.
To tackle those problems, this paper explores the possibilities to utilize a deep neural network model based on a dualstage cascaded encoder strategy for facial paralysis analysis. Researches show that the semantic segmentations for different facial attribute regions can contribute to facial symmetry measurement by providing accurate facial attribute shapes, locations and the geometric relationship between attributes. However, existing semantic segmentation solutions [9] - [11] are mostly focusing on the targets included in indoor or outdoor scene. Most recently, there are also a few researches start to set foot into the facial attribute segmentation area for normal human faces [12] , [13] . This paper further extends the semantic segmentation into the field of facial paralysis analysis with limited facial paralysis data. The facial semantic features are utilized to contribute to the facial paralysis grading prediction. A cascaded training scheme presented in this paper can effectively address the insufficient training facial paralysis training data problem.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) A cascaded encoder strategy for facial paralysis grading prediction. This paper introduces a dualencoder structure to better utilize the facial semantic features beneficial to the facial paralysis grading task. The first encoder can produce semantic feature maps supporting the facial attribute segmentation. The facial semantic features can deliver rich facial spatial information, which is essential for facial paralysis evaluation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the background researches related to the proposed study; Section III introduce the proposed model in two stages; Section IV discusses some details in the model training process; Section V demonstrates the performance of the proposed method compared with several existing approaches; and the paper is finally concluded in Section VI.
2) A cascaded training scheme to better utilize the lim

II. RELATED WORK
Facial paralysis refers to a facial nerve disordering, with which people have difficulties to properly control their facial muscles to accurately perform certain facial motions. It has various origins such as traumatic, idiopathic, congenital or toxic among others. The scales of the facial muscle control malfunctions can be variable. For example, Chevalier et al. [14] , Brackmann and House [15] scales, or ''Sydney'' and ''Sunnybrokk'' [16] scales. No matter what grading standard is used, the facial paralysis evaluation still highly relies on the close observation of the facial spatial information by the therapists clinically. Thus, it motivates a range of automatic facial paralysis analysis researches that try to relieve the manpower required in those tasks.
A. AUTOMATIC FACIAL PARALYSIS ANALYSIS
People with facial nerve paralysis commonly are incapable of performing certain facial expressions accurately. Therefore, most existing facial paralysis evaluation methods target at identifying the spatial information like asymmetries demonstrated in the paralysed faces. For example, Hsu et al. [17] presented an deep network for facial palsy analysis. Their method relied on the facial landmark localization based on line segmentation strategy. Wang et al. [18] proposed an automatic facial paralysis degree evaluation combining the static and dynamic facial asymmetric features. They utilized facial landmark detection to establish a facial mesh to describe distinguishable facial regions for asymmetry calculation. Encouraging results were demonstrated. However, the performance highly relies on the accuracy of the results from the facial landmark detection algorithm. Sajid et al. [19] presented a solution for automatic facial paralysis evaluation. They utilize a CNN for paralysis scale prediction, which was trained by the augmented training data exported from a Generative adversarial Network (GAN). They addressed the problem of insufficient facial paralysis data as training data by a GAN-based image synthesis. However, using such synthetic training data can potential jeopardize the distribution modelling process for the real-world natural data. Samsudin et al. [20] also introduced an automatic method for this task. They used optical flow extracted in the images to provide objective paralysis evaluation on House-Brackmann grading system. The optical flow in their method described the facial movements, which were used to export the measurements of the facial asymmetry in terms of distance and area. However, as they mentioned in their paper, the unintentional head movements could produce incorrect estimation of the optical flow, which then led to some limitations in their method. More solutions for this area can be found [21] , [22] . Most of them still highly relied on the traditional facial landmark detection algorithms for facial spatial information extraction. However, those facial landmark detection methods were less accurate when applied to facial paralysis images with uncommon facial geometries.
One way to address this issue, is through deep learning based semantic segmentation for facial attribute extraction.
B. LEARNING-BASED SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION FOR FACIAL ATTRIBUTES
The goal of the semantic segmentation is to estimate pixellevel label prediction for a image. It is treated as a dense classification problem that plays a very important role in image understanding. From the past few years, CNNs have demonstrated their advantages for semantic segmentation tasks. For example, MaskRCNN [11] tries to extend the Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks from object detection field [23] , [24] into the semantic segmentation areas. It utilizes an intermediate network of Region Proposal Network (RPN) with attention mechanism [25] , [26] to achieve instance-level semantic segmentation. It is the most successfully solution at that time, even for some applications at present. Recently, Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNNs) [9] , [27] become a group of popular architectures in this field due to their advantages in effective feature generation and end-toend training. FCNNs only utilize ConNet layers (with basic components of convolution, pooling and activation function) for feature extraction. They can simultaneously simplify and speed up the learning and the inference for the semantic segmentation model. DeepLab [9] is another widely acknowledged solution for semantic segmentation up to now. It brings the concept of atrous/dilated convolution to the deep learning community. This concept can introduce larger field-of-view during the feature extraction without increasing the number of parameters or the amount of computations. It thus can produce a larger feature map, which is much beneficial to semantic segmentation tasks.
In the meanwhile, attention mechanism [25] , [26] starts to become a helpful tool for semantic segmentation tasks. Attention mechanism tries to simulate human behaviours when conducting certain learning-based tasks. Human commonly focuses his attention on certain region of interest and ignores the surroundings that are far from this region. It can improve the efficiency for accomplishing the tasks. There are a range of researches [28] - [31] adopting this concept for a better performance. They tries to model longrange dependencies for distant pixels in a image to describe saliency region. Wang et al. [32] described this attention mechanism as a non-local mean, which is a kind of nonlocal neural network. Based on this sense, they also presented a spacetime non-local block concept to model the dependencies in sequential data like videos over long-tem time intervals.
The majority of those methods is targeting the indoor or outdoor scene parsing. To achieve the promising performance of those methods, a large number of training data in the target domain is required. However, in practice, the facial paralysis data is much less common. There is even no accessible dataset for such structured paralysed facial images.
There are also some researches proposed for facial feature semantic segmentation [12] , [13] . However, they are only targeting the faces from normal people. The paralysed facial images can still pose challenges with uncommon patterns in the faces.
To address aforementioned problems, this paper proposes a dual-stage model and cascaded training strategy for automatic facial paralysis evaluation. The proposed model utilize the encoder trained by facial attribute semantic segmentation task to provide facial spatial information for facial paralysis analysis. The cascaded training can reduce the needs for a very large number of paralysed facial data.
III. METHODOLOGY A. MODEL OVERVIEW
Inspired by the clinic approaches, the proposed automatic facial paralysis analysis is achieved by utilizing the spatial information delivered by the facial attributes when performing various facial expressions. Instead of the manual observation that is commonly conducted clinically, the proposed method introduces the deep learning into the facial attribute spatial information analysis task, which is then contributed to the facial paralysis evaluation. As shown in Fig. 1 , the pipeline of the proposed method consists of two main stages: (a) the analysis of the facial attribute spatial information depicted by the semantically segmented facial regions in images; and (b) the facial paralysis evaluation based on the exported facial spatial information encoded the first stage.
Unlike some of the existing learning-based facial paralysis analysis methods that rely on an end-to-end training strategy, the proposed method utilizes a intermediate model, which extracts facial attributes though a multi-scale attention module enhanced semantic segmentation. The training process for this model can help to produce a latent feature map z that contains the higher-level spatial information supporting the facial attribute segmentation. As a condition map, this featurized spatial information is then imported to the following stage along with the input image for facial paralysis evaluation. z provides meaningful and measurable information for facial spatial information analysis, which is more robust than the vague representation of common features that are learnt in an end-to-end manner. To be more specific, the facial attribute segmentation result is not used to help the facial paralysis grading prediction, but the extracted facial spatial latent feature does, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The proposed cascaded strategy thus can enhance the performance of facial paralysis evaluation. The pipeline of the proposed facial paralysis evaluation strategy. It consists of two components, a facial attribute semantic segmentation network, and a facial paralysis evaluation network. The two components share a same encoded feature map extracted by E1. This shared feature map contains the compressed spatial information of facial attributes. Please note that the funnel shape of E1 indicates the compression of information, while the funnel shape of E2 refers to the spatial dimension reduction.
B. ATTENTION ENHANCED SEMANTIC FACIAL FEATURE SEGMENTATION
The first stage in the pipeline is the semantic segmentation for facial attributes. As discussed in Sec. II, the CNN-based semantic segmentation has demonstrated its competitive performance in both outdoor and indoor scene parsing in the past few years. They commonly formulate a pair of an encoder and a pixel-wise classifier in various forms [9] - [11] , [27] , [28] , [33] - [35] . The encoder extracts a set of feature maps to describe the semantic information, while the classifier transforms those feature maps into a pixel-by-pixel classification over the image. In this paper, we further extend the semantic segmentation into the field of facial attribute extraction. Since the spatial information are encoded in the latent features produced by the encoder, we can thus utilize those encoded features for facial spatial information analysis, and then achieve facial paralysis evaluation.
The architecture for the proposed model in this stage is shown in Fig. 2 . A fully convolutional network (FCN) is utilized as an encoder to extract the latent spatial features for facial images. We introduce the dilated residual blocks in the encoder network for pixel-level facial feature predictions. Inspired by [9] , the pretrained ResNet-101 without downsampling operations is adopted to provide a weight initialization for the encoder network. The atrous convolutions are also used to replace the traditional convolutional operations to preserve more details along the way across the layers.
Following the encoded feature map z, a multi-scale attention module is composed to produce the potential facial attribute locations from different levels. In classic solutions for semantic segmentation, the pixels that belong to one class can still have intra-class difference, especially for pixels that have large spatial displacements with each other. In the last few years, attention module [25] becomes widely adopted to address this problem due to its ability for modelling longrange dependencies. It is now successfully enhance the tasks such as text understanding [25] , image generation [26] , and image question answering [36] among others.
The attention module tries to model the pixel dependencies from distant pixels. It takes the feature map x ∈ R C×H ×W from the previous layers as the input. The feature map x is firstly transformed into Q spl (x), K spl (x) and V spl (x) using three Conv-BN-ReLU (Convolution, Batch Normalization and Rectified Linear Unit) blocks respectively, where
Then a weight s j,i indicate spatial attention on i th location when predicting on j th region. 
where a scale parameter λ spl is adopted to enable the module assigning more weight to the non-local evidence. It is initialized by 0, and gradually learnt during the training process. The spatial attention feature map A spl is achieved by a matrix multiplication between V spl (x) and transposed attention map s. S is then reshaped back from R C×D into R C×H ×W .
To properly model the attentive information for unconstrained faces, a multi-scaled spatial attention strategy is adopted in the proposed method in n different scales, as shown in Fig. 2 . For each scale, a certain sized convolution layer is employed in aforementioned Conv-BN-ReLU block. For demonstrative purpose, we use 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 7 × 7 sized convolutions for three scales in the model implementation in this paper.
Along with the multi-scaled spatial attentions, a channel attention map is also computed to explore the interchannel semantic dependencies. As shown in the bottom block in Fig. 2 , the input feature x n+1 ∈ R C×H ×W from previous layers is firstly reshaped into three feature maps
Then a matrix multiplication between K chl (x n+1 ) and transposed Q chl (x n+1 ) along with a softmax layer can produce a channel attention map c ∈ R C×C
where c j,i models the i th channel's impact on predicting the j th channel. A channel attention feature map A chl is then obtained though a matrix multiplication between the transposed c and V chl (x n+1 ).
where λ chl has an initial value of 0, and then gradually learnt by training. The multi-scaled spatial attention feature maps are fused through a concatenation followed by a convolution. Please note that the atrous convolution is adopted in the model to enhance the fine detail in the extracted features. A pixelwise sum among the fused spatial attention feature map, the channel attention feature map and the original encoded feature map z from the FCN is inputted into a classifier for pixel-wise semantic predictions.
C. CNN AUGMENTED FACIAL PARALYSIS EVALUATION
After z is properly modelled by training the facial attribute semantic segmentation network, the second network can be constructed followed by a classifier for facial paralysis analysis. As shown in Fig. 1 , the data flow for facial paralysis evaluation goes through a cascaded encoder structure. The first encoder E1 is responsible for extracting facial spatial information that describes the facial attribute segmentations.
The second encoder is used to export the measurable facial paralysis features based on the facial spatial information. We follow the structure from VGG16 to construct E2. The pretrained VGG16 contributes to the parameter initialization for the encoder E2 when training the facial paralysis evaluation model. The weights in E2 is fixed during this training process. A classifier using a softmax layer after a set of fully connected layers transforms the features exported by E2 into facial paralysis gradings. Clinically, according to House-Brackmann grading system, the facial paralysis is assessed using 6 scales, as shown in Table 1 [37] . During the assessment, the therapist asks facial paralysis patient to perform 5 typical facial expressions including closing eyes, raising eyebrows, opening mouth, wrinkling nose and puffing cheeks. The therapist carefully exams the patient's face when the expressions reach the maximum intensity. Inspiredly, the patient's facial expression images are imported into the proposed model, and then the 6-point based paralysis scale is exported as a grading classification result.
IV. MODEL TRAINING DETAILS
The facial paralysis images are always less common than normal facial images. There are a range of facial image datasets available publicly, yet no facial paralysis dataset can be found open accessible. This situation makes it hard or even impossible to extract competitive performance from an endto-end facial paralysis grading prediction model training. To this end, a cascaded training scheme is proposed. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the proposed facial paralysis evaluation model utilizes a cascaded encoder strategy, and can produce a 6-point scale facial paralysis assessment prediction using a softmax layer that follows a set of fully connection layers. Those two cascaded encoders are trained separately, as two types of training flow arrows demonstrated in Fig. 1 .
In the first training stage, the facial attribute segmentation model is trained using a mixture of training data composed of both normal faces and paralysed faces. The normal faces are from a publicly available facial dataset of Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW) [38] . This dataset contains around 25k facial images with the facial attribute markup ground truth, which can be utilized for model training. We have also collected around 12k facial paralysis images to form up a facial paralysis dataset, and manually marked up the facial features in the images. This dataset is also utilized in the first training stage. The equipment used for the collection of this dataset is shown in Fig. 3 . 1 We employ 30 epochs for AFLW dataset, and 20 epochs for our collected facial paralysis dataset during the training process. More specifically, around 2/3 of data in all those datasets are used for training, and the model validation and testing individually consume around 1/6 of data from the datasets. In the second training stage, the facial paralysis evaluation model is trained using our collected facial paralysis dataset only. During the second training stage, the weights for E1 is fixed. Since the collected facial paralysis dataset only contains 500 patients with 5 expressions for each and around 5 images for each expression, a data augmentation is utilized by randomly rotating and mirroring some of the images. The data proportions for model training, validation and testing are 2/3, 1/6 and 1/6 respectively. Since the two encoders are training separately, we used all the facial paralysis data to train and test both encoders in two stages individually. Particularly, the separation of the paralysis training data is done according to the subject, which means no subjects in the testing set are included in the training or validation set.
We also adopted a poly learning rate strategy with base rate at 0.0002 for a better performance inspired by [9] . Adam solver is used to fulfil the training process.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS
To properly evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the experiments are divided into two parts: (a) the model effectiveness for facial attribute segmentation; and (b) the performance evaluation for facial paralysis grading prediction.
A. FACIAL ATTRIBUTE SEGMENTATION MODEL
The first stage of the proposed model is to semantically segment the image for facial attributes. By achieving this goal an encoder E1 is constructed to extract the compressed facial semantic feature maps. The multi-scale attention module provides the assistance to highlight the regions of interests when locating the facial features. This E1 can be helpful for the facial paralysis evaluation task, which relies on the analysis of the facial spatial information. The performance of the model in this stage is evaluated using a large scale of facial images mixed by normal and paralysed faces, including ALFW [38] , LFW [44] and the collected facial paralysis dataset. The ground truth of the facial attributes are manually annotated by hired workers. The performance comparisons of the proposed method against a range of existing approaches are illustrated in Table 2 . The performance metrics follow the same calculations as in [13] .
With the ablation studies included, experiments are also conducted on the proposed method without attention module in the first stage to demonstrate How the different component techniques proposed in the work contribute to the final results. As it can be observed from Table 2 , the classification error can be significantly reduced by the employment of the attention module. The attention maps extracted by the attention module as intermediate layers in the first stage are demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The attention is visualized as a heatmap overlapping with the original image. The learnt feature map can provide efficient guidance for the facial attribute segmentation.
The experiment results are also visually demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Those tested facial images are from both Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [44] and our collected facial paralysis dataset. As it can be observed, the faces in those images are in arbitrary sizes. Various facial expressions are also included. The multi-scaled attention module can perceive those facial features in different scales. In the meanwhile, the proposed model captures the facial attributes accurately even for the faces with various facial expressions.
We also visualize how the training loss is changing along with the increase in the number of training epoches. Following the standard semantic segmentation training strategy, the cross entropy loss is utilized in the training process. The changing curve is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . As illustrated, with about 50 epoches, the parameters of the model can be sufficiently optimized. The training process for the first stage encoder produces a parameter optimization convergence using no more than 50 epochs with training data mixed by both normal faces and paralysed faces.
B. FACIAL PARALYSIS GRADING MODEL
To make proper performance comparisons with existing methods, we compute four standard evaluation metrics as described in [19] , [45] . If TP, TN , FP and FN stand for True Positive, True Negative, False Positive and False Negative respectively, then those four performance measurements Accuracy, Recall, Confidence and Dice are as follows:
where Recall refers to as true positive rate (tpr), and Confidence denotes the true positive accuracy (tpa). Considering all four metrics rather than only an accuracy can help to reduce the evaluation bias to an extent. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed model in the task of facial paralysis grading prediction, two types of the training strategy are evaluated: Fig. 7 illustrates the performance comparisons of the proposed model between the end-to-end training strategy and the cascaded training strategy. The cascaded training scheme optimizes the first encoder E1 using abundant facial images as the training data. The limited number of labelled facial paralysis images are only utilized to train the second encoder E2. This two-stage training process leads to a better performance than all-in-one training strategy, which lacks a sufficient number of training samples. Table 3 demonstrates further performance comparisons of the proposed method with other existing state-of-the-art approaches. As observed, due to the insufficient training data of facial paralysis images, the end-to-end training strategy for the proposed method can result in an acceptable but lowest performance among all solutions. Although the dual-encoder structure in the proposed method can produce useful semantic features for facial images, it however also introduces a large FIGURE 7. Percentages for predicted labels for all five facial paralysis gradings. They actually indicate the metrics in terms of TP (the correctly predicted probability) and FP (the incorrectly predicted probabilities for other grading categories). As observed, the cascaded training strategy can significantly enhance the performance for the proposed model. number of additional parameters that bring more burden to the training process. On the other hand, the dual-encoder of E1 and E2 along with the cascaded training scheme can significantly enhance the paralysis grading prediction, and push the performance to the best of all.
C. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Since the facial paralysis analysis using the proposed model should pass facial image through two cascaded encoder networks, it is still hard to reach real-time computation for images above 720p resolution. Under our testing configurations, implemented on a machine with an intel i7 quad core CPU and a Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU, it takes about 0.4 seconds to process one image in average. Although it can be acceptable for clinical applications of facial paralysis evaluation, this computational cost can still be a potential limitation for the proposed solution. Future work will be conducted to establish more connections between two encoders, such as weight sharing, to reduce computations during the process. A low computational costly model can be easily deployed onto potable device such as smart phones or tablets, which can support the applications such as personal medical care or remote diagnosis among others.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a solution for automatic facial paralysis evaluation. A cascaded encoder structure is proposed in the paper. The first encoder is trained with the task of facial attribute semantic segmentation based on the training data mixed from both normal faces and paralysed faces. It thus can produce rich facial spatial information, which is essential for facial paralysis evaluation. The second encoder is trained with the facial paralysis grading prediction task using paralysed facial images as training data. It can export the facial paralysis features from the input facial images. This cascaded training process relieves the requirement for a large amount of facial paralysis data to construct the prediction model. Practically, those facial paralysis data are much less common than images in other domains. Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of each component in the proposed model. Encouraging results are visually and statistically demonstrated compared with several existing methods in related areas.
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